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Hypothesis

Method

Students will improve their scores on spelling tests

Data was collected in a third grade classroom every

based on the type of chair the student sits in during the

Thursday for a total of six weeks. Four students were

assessment.

chosen for this research. Each week they were assigned a

Student Test Percentages per week with Seating Options
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different seat; regular chair, yoga ball, revolving stool,

Colorful Stools

bouncy bands, crate seat, or a colorful stool. The students
were given a weekly spelling test. The spelling test consisted

Student C
Crate Seat

of 15 words. At the end of each assessment, data was
measured. At the end of six weeks the spelling test results
were compared to the seating choice.
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Introduction
Flexible seating in the classroom gives students a choice of
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the type of learning space works best for them. Flexible
seating is meant to help students work collaboratively and
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be more engaged in critical thinking. Flexible seating helps
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students be more focused on their work while in a

Results

confortable seat rather than a regular classroom chair.
Flexible seating also helps students who are jittery and

Based on the data collected, students scored higher

active. Certain seats have accommodations that focus on

while sitting in a flexible chair rather than a regular

students who are ADHD, etc. Flexible seating is a great way

Variables

classroom chair. While sitting in a regular chair, the

for students to be confortable while being engaged in

-Standing Table (consists of revolving stools, students

students scored an average of 72%, the students

classroom activities.

can also stand)

scored an overall overage of a 88% while sitting on a

-Bouncy Band Seats (consists of a band attached at the

yoga ball, 85% while on a revolving stool, 90% while on

bottom of the chair)

a crate seat, 87% while sitting on a colorful stool, and an

-Colorful Stool Table

average of an 88% while sitting in a bouncy band chair.

-Crate Table (consists of crates with cushions)

Flexible seating affected every student in different ways:

-Yoga Ball Table

students preformed higher on their spelling test while

-Regular Chair

sitting in a flexible seat versus a regular classroom chair.

Abstract

-Box full of pillow cushions, and rubber cushions that the

Traditional classrooms provide stationary seating; therefore,

students can use at the colorful table and the bouncy

flexible seating isn’t an option. This study collected data

band seats table.

Conclusion

concerning students’ choices in types of seating such as:
yoga balls, revolving stools, crates with a choice of a

The results of this study supports the hypothesis by showing

cushion or a back support chair, and the choice of a regular

that flexible seating does have an affect on student

classroom chair. Comparatively, in this study, third grade

assessment. Based on the data collected, the four students

students partook in weekly spelling assessments using

that were used for monitoring, scored higher on their spelling

various seating styles. Throughout the six weeks of this

test when placed in a flexible seat rather than a regular

study the researcher compared spelling assessment results

classroom chair. The limitations of this research were the

and the type of seating selected. This study determined how

difficulty of the spelling words and the amount of time the

flexible seating affects student assessment.

students studied.
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